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SAMPLE ONLY, NOT TO BE REPRODUCED 

She always found hospitals challenging. Too much emotional angst. If things 
went as planned, she wouldn’t be here for long anyway. 

Melanie waited alone in the lift reserved for hospital staff and self consciously 
pulled at the nurse’s uniform she was wearing. She was relieved Tristan wasn’t 
here to see her, she could practically hear the comments. In reality, the uniform 
was almost cute. It was a knee length all-in-one, short sleeved light blue dress, 
fitted modestly around the chest and hips. 

Melanie hated cute. 
She’d tied her waist length platinum blonde hair into a neat bun and kept the 

make up to a minimum, which made her feel exposed. She was only too aware the 
lack of eyeliner made her full lips stand out even more - usually the heavy eye 
makeup balanced it all out. 

The lift arrived at level three and she stepped out into the corridor. Thankful no 
one else was around, she tried to make her angular frame adopt an air of purpose, 
as though she had a patient waiting for her. She’d timed her visit deliberately 
during the late night shift when there were fewer staff on duty and she was less 
likely to run into anyone. 

Getting the uniform and ID had been surprisingly easy. She’d scoped out the 
hospital earlier in the day during visiting hours and found a nurse called Angela 
that fitted her requirements. Almost as tall as Melanie’s five foot ten inches, she 
had similar hair, only cut shorter and similar pouty lips. Their eye colour was 
different, but blue contacts had fixed that. 

Once she’d made her choice, Melanie had set to work. Angela’s co-workers 
found her holed up in the bathroom less than an hour later, suffering what appeared 
to be a severe stomach infection. Melanie followed her home to her apartment 
where she lived alone – another bonus – and waited until she was confident Angela 
was deep in an exhausted sleep. 

She wouldn’t realise her uniform and ID were missing until the next morning. 
Even then, the previous day would be such a blur for her, she wouldn’t think it so 
strange that she’d misplaced her ID. 

Arriving outside a door at the end of the corridor, Melanie’s face hardened into a 
self-satisfied sneer. Inside, Lily was the only patient occupying the room. She 
wouldn’t have been nearly so accessible had she remained in the ED, but now she 
was awake, they’d transferred her to the general ward for observation. 

She paused at the curtain to Lily’s bed, the soft rhythm of her breathing 
reassuring Melanie that she was asleep. Perfect. 

Silently, she peeled back the hospital tape securing a syringe filled with insulin 
fixed to her inner thigh. The effects of an insulin overdose were well documented. 
Although relatively rare, diabetes sufferers sometimes made the mistake of 
administering a higher dose than they required and the consequences could be 
serious or even fatal. Insulin could also be used as the method of choice for suicide 
or in some cases, Melanie grinned, murder. 
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Once the insulin hit Lily’s system, her blood sugar levels would drop 
dramatically resulting in hypoglycaemia. She might break out in a sweat, appear 
anxious or feel nauseous, and her heartbeat could become irregular. 

No matter, Melanie thought. The number of units Lily was about to receive, 
she’d be dead or in a coma before she realised she was in serious trouble. 

Melanie reviewed the IV line currently delivering fluids to Lily. Careful not to 
wake her, she slowly inserted the needle into the port on the IV bag and applied 
pressure to the syringe. In less than ten seconds, it was done. 

Efficiently she taped the empty syringe back on to her thigh, smoothed her dress 
down and headed out the door. 

“Can I help you?” 
Melanie stopped dead in the corridor outside Lily’s room, face to face with a 

nurse in her mid-forties. 
She needed to exit quickly, before the insulin took effect. Taking inspiration 

from one of the many vacuous women Tristan surrounded himself with, she 
allowed herself to blush bright red from the panic she was feeling. “Um, this is 
really embarrassing.” Melanie paused for effect, then continued, “I’m new to the 
ED and I didn’t fill out one of my patient’s forms correctly.” 

The older woman’s puzzled eyes took in Melanie’s uniform and ID. “Hon, if 
nobody has noticed, then I wouldn’t even worry about it. We’d have contacted you 
down in the ED if we’d needed you to come and fix anything up.” 

“That’s such a relief,” Melanie gushed, as though the nurse was doing her a 
favour. “I don’t think my patient’s here any longer anyway.” She started to make 
her way past the nurse. 

“Which patient?” 
Oh shit. Melanie turned to stare back at her, feigning stupidity. “Um, I actually 

don’t remember the name. Oh God, this is so embarrassing...” 
The nurse laughed softly, shaking her head. “Bit of a blur down there in the ED 

today was it?” 
“You could say that.” She pretended to be relieved by the nurse’s relaxed 

response. She needed to get out of here. Now. 
“Well, Mr Simpson went home this morning I’m afraid,” the nurse told her, 

nodding her head in the direction of Lily’s room. “He’ll be back to normal after a 
good rest at home.” She smiled at Melanie, obviously in no rush. 

 “Fantastic, no need to worry about it I guess. I’m just being over the top 
because I’m new. Sorry to waste your time,” she said apologetically, trying to back 
away. 

“No bother.” The nurse shrugged. “I just hope you didn’t wake Miss Ainsworth.” 
Melanie shook her head. “She’s in a pretty deep sleep.” She smiled sweetly, 

already walking away. Further up the corridor, Melanie added quietly under her 
breath, “I don’t think she’ll wake up anytime soon.” 
 


